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The environmental labels behind the furniture.
There is nothing we like quite as much as showing off our furniture. We love talking
about design and user benefits, but we have decided to dedicate this newsletter to
what happens before manufacturing in Tranås gets going.
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Plint bar stools (FSC and Möbelfakta labelled) and Silent Whisper tables (Möbelfakta labelled).

The environmental labels behind the
furniture.
There is nothing we like quite as much as showing off our furniture. We love
talking about design and user benefits, but we have decided to dedicate this
newsletter to what happens before manufacturing in Tranås gets going. Where
do the materials come from? How is the local environment affected? And what
is the situation of the people who work in it? These are important questions for
us at Materia.
The simplest way of protecting our nature is to choose suppliers in our own
local area, which minimises the transport distances. That is why we do this
whenever we can. Substantially, more complicated work is carried out using the
strict Swedish Möbelfakta product labelling system. To meet its standards it is
not only manufacturing in our own factory in Tranås that must fulfill good
working conditions. The same applies to our suppliers and sub-contractors. We
go to great lengths to inspect and review our suppliers, both in Sweden and
abroad, to ensure they comply with the regulations in force.
We are also certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001, as are most
companies in this sector. However we are a cut above the rest with our FSC
(Forest Stewardship Council) certification, which means the wood used in our
furniture is sourced from forests that are managed in a responsible manner.
Sensitive forests are not touched and trees that are important from a biological
diversity perspective are never felled. The certification regulates the entire
chain, from protecting flora and fauna to the working conditions for those
working with felling, sawing and transporting of wood. All these steps are
inspected by FSC so you know that you are always getting a certified product.
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